Hassocks Parish Council Parking Working Group – Dale Avenue
*UPDATE* July 2018
Following the recent Consultation for Stage 2 of the Hassocks Traffic and Parking scheme we made some
adjustments to reflect the feedback received from Dale Avenue residents mainly related to timing of the
restrictions and to access to Highlands Close. Initial review by WSCC Parking Scheme Team has indicated that
both WSCC and Mid Sussex Parking Teams may object to the parking restrictions proposed in Dale Avenue. This
is because Mid Sussex Enforcement Team has a limited number of Traffic Wardens and so are unable to
effectively police the non-standard restrictions we proposed in Dale Avenue.
WSCC have therefore proposed that
using double yellow lines instead will
allow the Traffic Wardens to police
Dale Avenue as part of their regular
visits to Hassocks.
An alternative proposal has therefore
been made which also takes on board
resident’s requests to reduce the
speed of through traffic. It is shown in
block red with yellow explanation
boxes on the maps attached (all
existing/agreed restrictions are shown
by red hatching and other colours):
1. Double yellows from No 19 to 41 with parking available for visitors or residents on the opposite side of the
road. (Note parking is allowed in the Bus Stand outside the times shown on the sign).
2. Double Yellows on alternate side from No 24 to 36 with parking on North side of road. This will create a
Chicane effect to slow traffic.
3.
Double Yellows into Highlands
Close to allow easier access for
residents
4.
Alternate double yellows
between Windmills school entrance
and Lodge Lane which together with
the bend is designed to slow traffic.
Unrestricted parking will be available
on the opposite sides of the road.
We need your feedback, good and
bad, as to your thoughts on this
proposal. Basically would you prefer
no yellow lines or double yellow lines
as this appears to be the option? We
are proposing staggering the double
yellow lines to slow down traffic, and to allow some parking on each side of the road.
As this is a change to the original scheme, there is a short period for any further responses. WSCC have a tight
timescale for projects being carried out in the next financial year (2019/20), so please respond by the date shown
below.

Responses can be sent by Email to: info@hassocks-pc.gov.uk or by post to: Parish Centre,
Adastra Park, Keymer Road, Hassocks BN6 8QH
NB Closing Date is Friday 17th August 2018

